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**Title word cross-reference**

[AB09, AK99, BK02, Gav09b, J06].
-patches [BXHN03]. -Piercing [AK99]. -Plane [DE12]. -Ranges [FN05].
-Sampling [DGRS08]. -Searcher [LPC00]. -Sets [ESS11]. -Space [CSY97]. -splines [BXHN03].
-Star [LWZ12]. -Visibility [BRD09].

/Max [EHP18].

2-Pseudomanifolds [DDMH11].

3-Coloured [BHLL10].

Abstract [BK14, BKL17, MMR01]. Acyclic [DGL+00, Fra08]. Adaptive [BD05, CL17, EW00]. Advancing [HSO2].
Aggregated [GJS09]. Algebraic [CCD06, MS07a, SV01]. Algorithm [AL11, AKM+17, ADS00, ACDL02, AFN11, ACM01, BCGK+09, BL03, BM02, BCS07, Che10, CER97, DN97, EFK13, HH12, KYZ14, LSS02, LWZ12, MNN07, MS07a, NY98, OGB11, Sha01, SH14, TV01, TH199, TMPD97, TV06, WTX02, WDBB09, dF18, CL93, TMPD95].

Algorithms [Als07, AR19, AS01, ACFK01, BD05, BDG05, BBL08, CY17, CD03, CHL+04, CSX05, CFN+11, DCCN13, Dy97, EF09, ECS07, FG04, For93, JH04a, LSS98, Maf14, MS10, MTT99, MPW05, MS14, RW11, SV15, STÜ07, WCMS04, Wu09, ZP01, Dev92].

Aligned [BKN+11]. Almost [AACT17, DR02, KK10, WILW01].

Alternating [KKY00]. Amidst [BL03, CCK+06]. Among [CW12b, LYW97].
Analyses [STÜ07]. Analysis [BDZ03, CWW08, Cho09, FOG00, SOR06].
Anchored [DBGV06, FSS+07]. Angle [BD+12, DE12, Mit97]. Angles [CDRR05, FMHT14].
Angularity [DMOW98]. Anisotropic [SY00].
Anisotropy [ACFV10]. Annulus [Cha02, DBHM+03]. Any [CM10, VO98].
Application [CEK+07, DG99, Epp97, MHH00, NS09, PL01, SPPK08, WCMS04, Wu09].
Approach [BMT00, CMO03, CKMK03, KT03, MC91, MS06, MH00, PL04, Pet98, SM06].
Approaches [CHL+06]. Approximate [AMV13, Ber05, BDD+04, CJVW12, CSY97, GSZ11, KS01, MS09, MS10, MTT13].
Approximating [AS18, BYM+18, Cha02, CD03, NN09, VO98, Zhu97, Zhu04a].
Approximation [AMV11, ACM01, BXHN03, BCGK+09, BDG05, BCS07, BK17, DCCN13, DK08, EF09, GRS08, HH08, LWZ12, LR00, MNN07, MS07a, MS10, MTT99].
Approximations [dFdSdF17]. Arbitrarily [MR03]. Arbitrary [AM07]. Arcs [GBRT13]. Area [BDJ10, BHL03, BL01, CDFZ09, GL08, KSS98, KPS09, MS07a, MS14, RW11, SV15, STÜ07, WCMS04, Wu09, ZP01].

Area-Efficient [GR03a]. Areas [AACKM11, KS099]. Arithmetic [Gav09b, J09, dF18]. Arithmetic-Degree [dF18]. Arm [Kan97b]. Arrangement [BEW03, MS07a]. Arrangements [ACGK17, GH09, GM98, HL04, KYZ14, LHHP03, SL11, dBH09V97]. Art [CJ+06, KM11, WK07]. Assembly [GM99, GH09, JMM98]. Assessment [San09]. Assignment [Mit00].
Asteroidality [CWW02].
Asteroidality/Tubularity [CWW02].
Asymptotically [RS11].
Attributes [BDIZ03].
Automatic [BBCS99, KT03].
Aware [EFKM08].
Axis [CDKW05, EMM98, GRS08, MGD15, Seg99, SFM07, WIEH05, Zhu97].
Axis-Parallel [CDKW05, MGD15, Seg99, Zhu97].
Balanced [AGLN03, KK05, KU10].
Ball [CLRW10, FG04].
Ball-Map [CLRW10].
Balls [BG11a, FG04].
Bands [HH08].
Bands [HH08].
Based [ADM11, AL01, ACKT01, BBR09, Ber00, CSX05, CGJS11, DGRS08, EFKP13, GLL99, HH08, HH12, KS05, MF06, MH00, Sch00, Tof05].
Beltrami [Xu06].
Bends [ECHS11, EC15].
Benefit [FOG00].
Best [BDE02].
Between [AS08b, BHP01, Ber05, Bes02, CLR07, CLRW10, GMMW19, Tan02, Wan09, CT97].
Beyond [AMV13].
Bézier [Rab05, ZWG06].
Biarc [HH08].
Bichromatic [CGG12].
Bilateral [MG98].
Bicentricities [DK99].
Bisecting [BK17].
Bisector [EHP18].
Bisectors [FR98].
Bites [DG98].
Bitmap [KC97].
Black [BD05].
Black-Box [BD05].
Block [CHW08, San09].
Blue [AC01, BK18, HSS05].
Boat [NS09].
Boat-Sail [NS09].
Bodies [Sit06].
BOOLEAN [KMG+01].
Bottleneck [CARB15].
Bound [Ata99, BS05, BHL10, DHT15, KS02, KPS13].
Boundaries [DMMM11].
Boundary [AA+11, DG99, KU10, KMG+01, NS06, STYK01].
Boundary-Optimal [NS06].
Bounded [AR19, BL03, BSX09, CL13, DK08, FOX08, GOG11, LW04, RSS+05].
Bounded-Velocity [DK08].
Boundedness [BM12].
Bounds [Af13, AHM+06, BK17, CM003, CER97, DG16, LOS01].
Box [BD05, FM99, ZE02].
Boxes [AK99, SU13, Zhu97].
Branching [HSKK98].
Bregman [AMV13].
Brep [Van91, MG98].
Brep-index [Van91].
Bridge [BG05, Tan02].
BSP [SPP08].
BSPs [DMS10].
Buffer [DG01].
Buildings [EHP18].
Butterfly [KS99].
CAD [BBCS99].
Calculations [BBR09].
Cameras [KM11].
Cartesian [LSB04, SOR06].
Cartograms [DMS10].
Cascading [BFS01].
Case [DKS05, TV01].
Catalog [ADM11].
Catalog-Based [ADM11].
Cell [ACGK17, HREK07].
Cells [GHH+98].
Cellular [LSB04].
Center [BHL03, BK+N1, GKS99, WZ16, WZ18].
Centerpoints [MRM15].
Centers [AKKS14].
Central [ADS00].
Centre [DK06].
Centres [DK08].
Centroid [ESS11, YLL18].
Chains [BBB+10, DLS13].
Characteristics [GW04].
Chessboard [SPPK08].
Chief [Lee03].
Chimneys [CDD12].
Choices [PW01].
Circle [BFMFP+14, BE00, Epp97, KKS05, WTX02].
Circles [AS01, BCD+00, HL04, KKS05, SW01].
Circular [AA+11, DH13].
City [BKC09, GSW08].
Class [RS11].
Classes [BV05].
Classification [AGM+12].
Close [SY100].
Closed [BKL17, HREK07, SYY16].
Closest [Bes03].
Cloud [MN04].
Clouds [ULVH10].
Clustering [BV11, BB+71].
Clusters [Guh05].
Collections [Sit06].
Collision [GR03b, KSS02].
Color [DGN09].
Color-Spanning [DGN09].
Colorability [AA+15].
Colored [BS16, BS17, DP02].
Coloring [FK18, dBLM+19].
Colorings [AS08a].
Coloured [BHLL10].
Columns [AO98, DO00, MO01, OR97a, OR97b, OR97c, OR98, OR99b, OR99a, OR00a,
O'R00b, O'R00c, O'R01, O'R02, O'R03, O'R04a, O'R04b, O'R06, O'R07.

Combinations [KMG+01]. Combinatorial
[AHO+14, CR01, CER97, DFL+18, FG04, MS06, SZP10]. Common
[Rab05, SU13, Wan09, YCCV17].

Commuting [BBG+11]. Compact
[BBCK05, Kan97a]. Compass
[KL10a, VR04]. Compatible
[CLR07, CLRW10]. Competitive
[BDDT17, GR10]. Complete
[BMKS00, BG14, Emi98, OGB11].

Completion [ZG06]. Complex
[DGRS08, ELPOZ07, GRS08]. Complexes
[ALS12, CC06, EW00, Ma14, ÖWW00]. Complexity
[BBR09, GR10, GM99, GMV99].

Complicated [RS07]. Component
[CWW08]. Compressive [GIPR12].

Computable [CCK+06]. Computation
[BFS01, EMM98, FR98, GC97, Hy08, LS08, Lf11, vKL15]. Computational
[AOB98, AAM+11, DO00, JS09, MO01, O'R97a, O'R97b, O'R97c, O'R98, O'R99b, O'R99a, O'R00a, O'R00b, O'R00c, O'R01, O'R02, O'R03, O'R04a, O'R04b, O'R06, O'R07, Pet98]. Computing
[AKS+12, AKKS14, AH11, ABD+11, AS08b, AL01, AE05, BSC99, BSC00, DG13, Bes03, BMT99, BCD+00, BL03, BMSS11, BHLM03, C97a, DMOW98, DR02, Emi98, FSS97, Gav09b, GKK+10, GKS99, KG14, Kir07, KS99, KUZ14, MB02, MR03, TV01, WLW01, WZ18, WNGK+12, dF18]. Concepts
[PW01]. Conceptual [SOR06].

Condition [KU10]. Conditional [BK17].

Configuration [LHM99]. Configurations
[BK07]. Conflict [AS08a, FK18, dMLM+19].

Conflict-Free [AS08a, FK18, dMLM+19].

Conflicting [SZP10]. Conforming
[MMG01]. Congruence [BK02]. Conic
[GW04]. Conjectures [MRM15].

Connected [AABT17, CK97b].

Connecting [AC01, BG05]. Connection
[ACGK17]. Conquer [PL04]. Consistency
[SOR06]. Constrained
[DDL+10, GGG11, GBRT13, KS99, RSS+05, TW06, WZ16, ZG06, DEG+03]. Constraint
[GBRT13, JTNM06, SM06, SZP10, TW06, ZG06]. Constraints
[AAM+15, BV19, CARB15, CWW02, MS06, VB05, Yan06, YL18, DEG+03]. Constructing
[BDGT13, CDWKO1, D97, GSW08, GOG11, TH19]. Construction
[BKC09, BET99, GSZ11, HDY07, LW04, LHHHP03, Wnt02]. Constructive [Goo98].

Contact [FPNZ98, LM97]. Contain
[BX09]. Containers [AS18]. Containing
[EEM11, KS13]. Containment [BHP01].

Continuous
[BDBF+14, EF09, HREK07, WIEH05].

Contours [DG03, HS99]. Contours
[Goo98]. Contractions [AGL09].

Controlled [HL04]. Convex
[AH11, AS18, AFN11, BRD09, BHLO11, BBC+02, BHL03, BS00, Cha12, CWK98, CDW01, CL17, CT97, Ch09, CK97b, DKS05, Emi98, GHH+98, HS02, HDY07, KS02, KPS13, LR00, MS99, MGR99, MHW00, NY98, RR00, Sha01, TW06, VO98, Żak10, Zhu97, KNA94]. Convolution
[MS07b]. Coordinate [Yan06]. Cored
[FS08, dFdF17]. Corners [DW02].

Corrigendum [TH19]. Cost
[FOG00, LWZ17, WK01]. Cost/Benefit
[FOG00]. Counting [AB09]. Countries
[SV10]. Counts [BHL01]. Cover
[AACKM11, BS05, BS00, CHW02, DFL012, EC15, KPS13]. Coverage
[AMP10, ACS18, LWZ17]. Covered
[GH98]. Covering [ACFV10, Col04, Jia15, Ke07, KBA11, LWZ12, Mit97, Por09].

Creation [ESG98]. Criteria [AAK+06].

Critical [DGRS08]. Cross [EW00].

Cross-Sections [EW00]. Crossing
[CARB15, DE12, KSN99, Pap99, TSN97].

Crossings [KKY00]. CSG [MG98]. Cubes
[ABD+18]. Culling [DP03]. Curvature
Curvature-Based \cite{CGJS11}.
Curvature-Constrained \cite{GBRT13}.
Curve \cite{BD05, CGJS11, FR98, HL97, HV91, Sch16}.
Curve/Curve \cite{FR98}.
Curved \cite{AS08b, Sha01}.
Curves \cite{BKL17, BK17, CD03, DW02, GMMW19, HREK07, HH08, MS07a, SVY16, SV01}.
Curvilinear \cite{APS00}.
Cutting \cite{DL06, DH13}.
Cycles \cite{AFK10, Dey97, DL07, KKY00, WNGK12}.
Cylinder \cite{Cha02, FSS97}.
Cylindrical \cite{Ber04, Zhu04a}.
Cylindricity \cite{DP03}.
D \cite{BBCS99, DEG03, ADM11, BS16, CM11, EMM98, ELPZ07, FM99, For95, GLS10, HSS05, RW11, RR00, TW06, Zhu04a}.
Dams \cite{SV10}.
Data \cite{ACC12, AKKS14, ALS12, BYM18, CSX05, CW12a, EGS08, FIS08, GJS09, JS09, MTT99, MNG04, Tou05, WCMS04}.
Database \cite{Bar98, JMM98}.
Data
ow \cite{SPP08}.
DBSCAN \cite{dBGR19}.
DCEL \cite{Bar98}.
Deceiving \cite{San09}.
Decision \cite{AMM98}.
Decompose \cite{TV06}.
Decomposition \cite{CR01, FM01, HL98, JTNM06, KS02, SM06, WK07, WDBB09, ZG06, FM97}.
Decompositions \cite{Sha97a, Sha97b}.
Deficiency \cite{Sha01}.
Definition \cite{vKLSW18}.
Deformation \cite{CC06}.
Deforming \cite{Ber04}.
Degree \cite{AHO14, AR19, BSX9, HLW13, LW04, Rab05, dF18}.
Delauay \cite{ABG09, ACH12, BDG13, BDG14, BSX9, BDDT17, Dev02, DEG03, DN18, For95, GOG11, LS08, MPW05, Mic98, MMG01, RW11, STU07}.
Deletion \cite{AFK10, Dev02}.
Density \cite{CSX05}.
Density-Based \cite{CSX05}.
Departure \cite{San09}.
Dependent \cite{MJ12}.
Depth \cite{DFL+18, KMW00}.
Depth-First \cite{KMW00}.
Derived \cite{GJS03}.
Descending \cite{AL11}.
Design \cite{AAMT15, PW01, SOR06}.
Destroying \cite{SV10}.
Detect \cite{Dey97}.
Detecting \cite{BBG11}.
Detection \cite{CW08, GR03b, KS02, Wu09}.
Determinant \cite{CMK03}.
Determination \cite{LM97}.
Determine \cite{Kr07}.
Determined \cite{Che98, Gav09a}.
Detour \cite{GBRT13}.
Developments \cite{SU13}.
Diagram \cite{GBK09, BS12, BBD10, DG10, DBGV06, ETT08, Gav09b, GSW08, HDY07, KS05, KKS05, NS09, PL01, PL04, PD13, PX15, SPPK08, SV16}.
Diagrams \cite{AAC99, AGMR98, BC06, BK14, BKL17, GJS03, MMR01, Sug92, SI94, VO98}.
Diameter \cite{Cha02, MB02, Poo09, Jan93}.
Diameter-4 \cite{Poo09}.
Diameters \cite{Als97}.
Diamond \cite{BSX09}.
Diamonds \cite{BDE02}.
Differential \cite{CP05}.
difficult \cite{Dev92}.
Digital \cite{BBCS99}.
Dilation \cite{AFK10, CL13, DG16, EBGK07, GKK10}.
Dilation-Bounded \cite{CL13}.
Dilation-Optimal \cite{AFK10}.
Dimension \cite{CW08, CVY11, VO98}.
Dimensional \cite{AB09, AS18, AK99, BSC00, BK02, CD03, EMM98, Gav09b, JJ06, KS05, Kir07, Mic98, dBGR19}.
Dimensions \cite{AM07, ALS12, BBCK05, DB92, EEM11, HDY07, IMTI02}.
Directed \cite{DGL+00, Fra08}.
Direction \cite{JJ10, Ngu12}.
Direction-Length \cite{JJ10, Ngu12}.
Directional \cite{CvO01, FOX08}.
Directions \cite{BNS10, VR04}.
Disc \cite{CCK06}.
Disconnected \cite{BK14}.
Discrete \cite{AKS12, BDI03, BBD10, DFLON12, DDCN13, EFS09, WKG10, WCLS07, Wu09, Xu06}.

Discs \cite{AS08a, CWK10}.
Disjoint \cite{KBA11}.
Disk \cite{BDJ10, DG13, BHLL10, DFLON12, KS13, dFDsF17}.
Disk-Shaped \cite{DG13}.
Disks \cite{AFN11, BDP08, BV10, CDG+09, CDJ+15, DDCN13}.
Dispersion \cite{BGK09}.
Dissections \cite{Zak10}.
Distance \cite{AKS12, AS08b, BHP01, BBD10, BKST00, BK17, DGRS08, GMMW19, KS11, Ma14, MJ12, Yan06, YLL18}.
Distances \cite{BK07, Cha01}.
Distant \cite{AEK05}.
Distributed [LSS98]. Distribution [BK07].
Distribution [MTT99]. Divide [PL04].
Division [HL98]. Dog [DG98]. Domain
[MS09]. Dominance [GJSD07].
Dominating [CDJ+15]. Doo [WQS05].
Door [KZ10, LPC00]. Double
[BFMFP+14, GKS99]. Double-Ray
[GKS99]. Doubly [DMMH11]. Drawing
[BMT00, BGT99, DE12, DGL+00].
Drawings [CK97b, Fra08, GR03a, HLW13,
MHN06, NPR17, Sud04]. Duality
[ABR14]. Dynamic
[BG14, Cha12, DBGV06, EGS08,
FIS08, LM97, dBLM+19]. Dynamically
[GM98]. Dynamization [CT92].
Easy [DR02]. Eccentricity [DK06]. Edge
[AFK+10, AGL09, BHL011, CARB15,
Che98, GHN+03, HS02, SM00, Tan99].
Edge-Crossing [CARB15]. Edges
[AT18, GMMW19]. Editor
[CL09, DBKU14, Aga09, Asa09, Bar05, Bar13,
Efr08, Fle06, For97, Her01, Hon18, Kim09,
KS07, Lee03, Mit04, Rok09, Sug03, Tam03,
Ten00, Tok02, Tok19, Zha07, Zhu04b, dBS02].
Editors'
[CU05, AV14, AF98, AC08, AMS97, ANO13b,
CHL13, CO12, GM06, Gav05, HN11, HV12,
KS16, LM98, MR05, SK08, dBBE17].
Efficiency [FOG00]. Efficient [ACKT01,
AM07, ALS12, CD03, Dey97, GR03a, GJSS09,
KNA94, KC97, LW04, LM97, LR00, VB05,
WCMS04, Wu09, WDBB09, ZP01].
Element [MHW00]. Elements [DNW+09].
Eliminating [HV91]. Ellipsoids [ETT08].
Embeddability [BV13, DDL+10]. Embedded
[ADF13, CP05]. Embedding
[ADF13, BFMFP+14, DL07, EBGK+07].
Embeddings [KK05]. Empty
[DBHM+03, FSS+97, KS13, MR03].
Enclosed [MGD15]. Enclosing
[BMSS11, Cha02, FG04, MNP+00, NN09].
Enclosure [BMSN19, GJS097]. Energy
[EFK08]. Energy-Aware [EFK08].
Engineering [FPNZ98, TV01]. Entities
[vKLW18]. Enumerating
[Cha01, CR01, IMTI02]. enumeration
[KA94]. Envelopes [CNVT10].
Environment [ABC+15, Bar98, CL93].
Environments [DEH+05, LM97].
Equilateral [ADD+13]. Equitable
[BK18]. Equivalence [APS00]. Equivalent
[OWW00]. Errata [EC15, Sha97a]. Error
[BYM+18, CMO03, KL10a]. Error-Prone
[KL10a]. Estimating
[CLF15, MNG04, RW11]. Estimation
[NMP+00]. Euclidean
[AR19, BC06, CSY97, DN97, DK08, EFS09,
ETT08, Gav09b, KKS05, dBBG19].
Evaluation [FPNZ98, KMG+01, WQS05].
Evaluations [DP03]. Evasion
[ABC+15, GLL+99]. Even [BDH+04].
Every [DE12]. Exact [AL11, AS01, BG05,
BFS01, DD00, ETT08, RR00]. Existence
[Lod11]. Expansive [HL99]. Expected
[ELPZ07]. Experimental
[DGL+00, LHHH93]. Explicit [Gav09b].
Extending [DMMH11]. Extensions
[NGU12]. Exterior [BR09]. External
[CFM+01, Nek13]. External-Memory
[CFM+01]. Extraordinarily [BMT99]. Extra
[BM02]. Extract [GW04]. Extracting
[DG03]. Extraction [HREK07].
Extraneous [HV91]. Extreme [Gub05].
Face [AHO+14, BHL011, DMMH11]. Faces
[Res14]. Facets [CR01]. Facility
[BMKS00, BKST00, DK06]. Factor
[WTX02, WNGK+12]. Factor- [WTX02].
Families [Fra08]. Far [AAMT15].
Far-Field [AAMT15]. Faraway [LS08].
Farthest [BD05, PD13]. Fast
[DN97, DW02, FS08, GMMW19, HH12,
MMNM07, Nek13, TW06, ZE02]. Faster
[Epp97, GSW08, dBG19]. Feature
[CC06, JH04b, RW11]. Features
[GIPR12, JMM98]. Fidelity [Mit00]. Field
[AAMT15]. Finding [ADS00, AM07, BD05,
BD07].
Fle06, GM06, Gav05, Her01, HN11, Hon18, HV12, Kim09, KS16, KS07, LM98, MR05, Rok09, Sug03, SK08, Tam03, Ten00, Tok02, Tok19, Zha07, Zhu04b, dB02, dBDE17. Guided [DNW+09].


Joint [Guh05]. Kinematics [ZWG06]. Kinetic

Label [Gav09a, KT03, ZP01]. Labeling [BG14, CLL05, DMM02, KSY+01, KNN+02, SW01, WTX02, ZP01]. Labels [KSY+01].


Lebesgue [BS12, MS03]. Like [BS12, MS03]. Likely [SV16]. Line [ACGK17, BS12, BMT99, CLL05, CW12b, CFM+01, DK99, GR10, GR03a, KMW00, LHHHP03, MGR09, PD13, SS11, WLS01, WZ16, Wis00, CL93]. Line-Constrained [WZ16]. Line-Segment [PD13]. Linear [AGM+12, LWZ12, dFdSdF17]. Linear-Time [LWZ12, dFdSdF17]. Lines [CDKW05, DL06, LHHHP03, MS03]. Link [AD500, CT97]. Linked [DMMH11]. List [DMMH11]. Lists [DG99]. Lithographic [SPPK08]. Local [GIPR12, RW11]. Locally [KG14]. Locating [AMP10, AFN11, CW12b]. Location [BMKSO0, BKSST00, CL17, DG98, DK06, IM12, CT92]. Locations [KZ10].

Logarithmic [KS99]. Long [GMMW19]. Look [MS03]. Low [LW04, dF18, dBGR19]. Low-Dimensional [dBGR19]. Lower [AFS13, AHM+06, BS05, BHL110, BK17, DG16, KPS13, LOS01]. Luggage [AHP08].


Memory [CFM+01, Nek13]. Mesh [AGL09, Ber00, CMO03, FOG00, Sch00, TW00]. Meshes [AM07, Ber00, BBCK05, JH04a, JH04b, MHW00, RSS+05]. Meshing [BE00, CDR05, MH00, SBB00]. Method [BMT00, CDD06, Goo98, HYSC18, San09, VB05, CT92]. Methods [ESC98, FPNZ98, LHHHP03, Tou05]. Metric [ACC+12, AHP08, ETT08, SPPK08, Wil15]. Milling [ACM01]. Min [AAT+06, BHP01, EHP18]. Min- [EHP18]. Min-/Max-Volume [EHP18].

Min-Hausdorff-Distance [BHP01]. Min-Sum [AAT+06]. Minimal [BMKSO0, DEG+03, GC97, GBRT13]. Minimization [HSKK98]. Minimizing [AACKM11, LWZ17]. Minimum [ACGK17, AGLN03, BFMFP+14, BBL08].


O [Afs13]. Object [DGN09, GMV99]. Objects [AS08b, AS18, APS00, AGR16, BSC00, CW12b, NY98, PL04]. Obnoxious [BMK800, CW12b]. Obstacle [CT97]. Obstacles [AC01, BL03, CCK +06, KSN99, LYW97]. Obtaining [dFdsDF17]. Obtuse [FMHT14]. Octilinear [MHS07]. Octree [Sch00]. Octree-Based [Sch00]. Omino [AH19]. On-Line [GR10, LHHP03, CL93]. One [LPC00]. Onion [BS12]. Online [BBC +02, BDDT17, KS10, Jan93]. Ono [RS07]. Operations [HV91, JJ10]. Operator [Xu06]. Operators [BBC00]. Opposite [BNS10, GBRT13]. Optimal [AKM +17, AAF10, BKC09, BD05].

Statistical
[MNP04]. Steiner [AAF10, BZ14, DK06, GC97, KU99, MHS07, Wen02]. Step
[CW12a]. stereolithography [FM97].
Stoker [BG11b]. Stone [CEK+07]. Storage
[BM02]. Straight
[BHP16, GR03a, HH12, Tan99].
Straight-Line [GR03a]. Straight-Skeleton
[HH12]. Strange [MF06]. Strategy
[ABC+15, MMG01]. Streaming
[AKKS14, Ch010]. Streams [FIS08].
Streets [LOS01]. Stretch [WNGK+012].
Strong [ACFV10, BG14, CDWK01]. Structural
[ABG+09, AAH+11]. Structure
[ALS12, FG04]. Structures
[CW12a, EGS08, KL10b, LSB04]. Study
[DGL+00, LHHHP03, TV01]. Sub
[BYM+18]. Sub-Level [BYM+18].
Subdivision [BM02, BK18, LD15, ZWG06].
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